Little Tokyo

PUBLIC ART Walking Tour

Download free audio tours to your
personal MP3 player and explore
the public art of Los Angeles like
never before.
Use the map and tour information
on the following pages to help
direct you to each stop as you
listen to the artist’s stories.
The Art Program of the Community
Redevelopment Agency of the City
of Los Angeles (CRA/LA) developed
these tours to introduce residents
and visitors to their collection of
public art created by a broad range
of artists, in a variety of forms and
neighborhood contexts.
The Art Program is integral to CRA/
LA’s mission to eliminate blight and
to revitalize Los Angeles through
focused redevelopment activities in
designated project areas.
crala.org/art

TOUR STATS

Length 2.0 hours (self-paced)
Togography Level

Distance Approximately 8 blocks

CRA/LA Public Art in Los Angeles
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Transit www.metro.net
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Little Tokyo
BIG COMMUNITY

Introduction

This audio tour highlights Little Tokyo’s past and present as depicted through its public
art. The neighborhood has been a regional hub for the Southern California JapaneseAmerican community since it first became a cultural center before the turn of the 20th
century. Little Tokyo was designated a Community Redevelopment Agency of the
City of Los Angeles (CRA/LA) project area in 1970 to preserve the area’s rich cultural
history and assist in the rehabilitation of blighted streets and substandard buildings.
Today, Little Tokyo has grown to serve as an important cultural, religious, social and
commercial center of the Japanese American community in Southern California. It also
draws visitors, tourists and new residents attracted to Japanese American culture. Little
Tokyo has strong ties to the Los Angeles arts community due to its location abutting the
Downtown Los Angeles Arts District, which came into being in the 1970’s. Little Tokyo is
also near The Brewery, the country’s largest artist colony in the former Pabst Blue Ribbon
building at 2020 N. Main Street.[1]
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Being a CRA/LA project area has been a catalyst for numerous public art pieces. Balance,
harmony and overwhelmingly, community are central characteristics to many of the
public art works visible throughout Little Tokyo. The relationships in the pieces are often
between people and nature, life in Japan and life in America, the Issei (First generation)
and the Nisei (Second generation), or reconciling the community’s difficulties during the
WWII internment period with its vibrant presence today as a cultural hub.
Little Tokyo anchored around E. 1st Street where our tour begins, was a mix of commercial
and residential uses when the first Japanese immigrants settled the neighborhood after
leaving San Francisco following the 1906 earthquake.[2] Despite racial discrimination, the
community played a growing role in emergent economic sectors of agriculture, produce
vending, fishing, retailing and construction. An ex-seaman, Charles Kame opened a
Japanese restaurant at 340 E. 1st Street around this time.
World War II marked a difficult time in the community when ethnic Japanese were
relocated to internment camps from 1942 through 1945. This had a marked impact on
Little Tokyo, as it meant the temporary displacement of its residents virtually overnight.
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African Americans moved in to the suddenly-vacated housing and lived there till the
end of the war in 1945 when many Japanese returned to Little Tokyo and reclaimed
the district as their own. African Americans then moved south to Central Avenue and
eventually farther west. Another period of decline followed (with economic interest
shifting away from the city center and into the suburbs) which ultimately led to the CRA/
LA’s interest in revitalization of the area.
In 1986, nearly 100 years after Charles Kame opened his restaurant where you now stand,
the Little Tokyo Historic District was put on the National Register of Historic Places and in 1995
it was designated a National Historic Landmark. The district protects 15 buildings along E.
1st Street. The goal of the historic designation was to preserve “the historic development
of the Japanese American Community and symbolize the hardships and obstacles that
this ethnic group has successfully overcome in securing its place in American society.”[3]
This protection of a symbol of the neighborhood’s long past is particularly important with
multiple new development projects in Little Tokyo and neighboring downtown, and an
influx of ne
Today you will see artworks that tell the past and present stories of the community,
beginning with some vivid historical tributes to the architecture along E. 1st Street.

Stop 1: Northeast corner of S. San Pedro and E. 1st Streets
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As you face in the direction of the bright orange, landmark
replica of a Japanese fire watchtower, and look at the
architectural structures along East 1st Street, you get
a sense of what Little Tokyo felt like a century ago. To
further transport yourself into this historic district, turn to
the sidewalk and explore Sheila Levrant de Bretteville’s
Omoide No Shotokyo “Remembering Old Little Tokyo.”
The $95,000 installation was initiated by the CRA/LA as
part of the Little Tokyo Historic District Street Improvement
project, which also upgraded utilities and decreased
sidewalk widths. In keeping with the agency’s Art Policy,
De Bretteville was selected to serve as lead artist by
a jury of community representatives and artists. De
Bretteville’s work was compelling because it dealt with the
complexities of the multigenerational identities present in
the community. However, the committee encouraged de
Bretteville to collaborate with two other finalists, Sonya Ishii
and Nobuho Nagasawa. Ishii had proposed to incorporate
sketches of various types of wrappings or containers,
known as “tsutsumi.” De Bretteville incorporated Ishii’s
tsutsumi sketches into the sidewalk element of her piece.
Nagasawa’s proposal, “Toyo Miyatake’s Camera,” is
permanently installed at the Eastern end of Remembering
Old Little Tokyo. We will explore Nagasawa’s piece at our
next stop.

Sheila Levrant de
Bretteville
Omoide No Shotokyo
(Remembering Old Little
Tokyo), 1996
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As you walk down the sidewalk, notice that the artist has divided it into two zones. The first
3
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She noted that the tsutsumi represent
“containers for the community’s private
and public memories.”
zone starts at the building line with six 4” wide timelines, one for each decade between
the 1890’s and 1940. In the five light-colored bands, look for the brass plaques that list the
former store names, and the merchandise and services they provided. The sixth band of
the timeline reflects a dark period in the community’s history, depicted in dark charcoal
with steel inscriptions. These inscriptions recall the internment of Japanese American’s
during World War II.[4] Events that affected the lives of Japanese Americans are detailed
on inscriptions that you will find between the doorways. These inscriptions provide the
political and social context for the sixth timeline.
As you move out toward the curb, the second zone consists of grey and earth-toned
pavers that include Ishii’s drawings and etched memories from three generations of
Japanese Americans who either lived or worked in Little Tokyo. As mentioned earlier, Ishii’s
drawings are of tsutsumi, which means containers or wrappings. The ones she includes
here, items such as a bamboo basket, a wood crate, a suitcase, a detention packet
and a cloth tied bundle, are symbolic of the items used by Japanese Americans to pack
and store their belongings at the time of internment. The trunk and envelope sketches
were added by de Bretteville. She noted that the tsutsumi represent “containers for the
community’s private and public memories.”[5]
But what does that apple pie stand for? You might ask. De Bretteville interviewed nearly
50 community members for the project and one participant called himself, “as American
as apple pie.”
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An active and committed residential and commercial community, its designation as a
CRA/LA district, its designation as a historic site, and its cultural activities that continue
here today, are at the heart of Little Tokyo’s longevity. By engaging community members
in the development of Remembering Old Little Tokyo, Sheila Levrant de Bretteville’s
piece, in the words of Michael Several of Urban Art, “became a vehicle by which de
Bretteville carried on a dialogue with the community and the community carried on a
dialogue with itself.”
As you walk along the block to read the memories and details in Remembering Old Little
Tokyo, pause and look across the street to the Aurora mobile sculpture in the entryway
of the Miyako Inn & Spa at 328 E. 1st Street. We will take a closer look at this piece at
Stop 5.
When you get to the eastern end of the district, just before reaching the JapaneseAmerican National Museum, look for the replica of Toyo Miyatake’s camera standing on
its tripod in the middle of the sidewalk.
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Stop 2: 369 E. 1st Street at Central Ave
If you were reading closely, you met Toyo Miyatake a
few minutes ago in de Bretteville’s timeline. Toyo lived
and worked in Little Tokyo and opened a photography
studio in 1923. Where de Bretteville’s sidewalk
installment captures oral memories of the community,
Toyo captured the daily life, weddings, festivals and
community events of Little Tokyo on film.

Toyo’s life was dramatically interrupted in 1942 when he
was one of over 10,000 people taken to the Manzanar
internment camp in the Owens Valley, located several
hours northeast of Los Angeles. He did not let this event
disrupt his life-long commitment to documenting the
Japanese-American community in Southern California.
He was not allowed to bring his cameras with him to
the camp but in a gutsy move, he snuck in a small
handmade camera with a 150-mm lens. Later on,
the camp director helped Toyo obtain professional
Nobuho Nagasawa
equipment and he documented life in Manzanar,
Toyo Miyatake’s Camera,
providing us with a visual record of this tragic time in
1993
U.S. history through the eyes of one who experienced
it. His photos include images of children along barbedwire fences, the simple wooden barrack housing, the newborns leaving the hospital,
youth taking the oath of allegiance to join the U.S. army, and people carrying out the
traditional rice-pounding ceremony, among others.
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At night, Nagasawa’s replica camera projects images of Toyo’s pictures onto the screen
in the adjacent building window. The pictures include images from Manzanar and of
events preceding and following the war. The bronze-cast camera replica is three times
the size of the camera Toyo used at Manzanar. During the daytime, you can look into
the lens to view one of the 28 images which stays preserved in the lens. The photos that it
projects includes Toyo’s images of returning internees reclaiming their stored belongings
from a building where the Japanese-American National Museum stands, making this
piece truly site-specific. Three of Miyatake’s pictures are also included in the photo mural
Senzo which we will see at Stop 4.
The camera was part of a larger proposal of 13 small sculptures for the whole block, which
Nagasawa submitted to the CRA/LA in 1990. While de Bretteville’s piece was selected
by the selection committee as the lead artist for the streetscape improvements, the
Public Art Task Force of the Little Tokyo Community Development Advisory Committee
was moved by the camera and what it symbolized. Using money from the CRA/LA’s
Percent for Art program, they commissioned Nagasawa to create the camera sculpture
and install it where she had originally proposed.
From Toyo’s camera, continue straight on E. 1st Street to the crosswalk at Central. Cross
E. 1st and walk just past the corner of E. 1st and Central to view the mural on your right
created by Friends of Little Tokyo Arts.
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Stop 3: Corner of Central Avenue and E. 1st Street
The Home is Little Tokyo mural depicts present-day
life in Little Tokyo with vibrant images reflecting Little
Tokyo’s revitalization and the community’s strong
personal ties to the district. The brightly-colored
mural spans 40-feet along the wall fronting Central
and is 16-feet tall. Artists Tony Osumi, Sergio Diaz
and Jorge Diaz involved community members in
the mural design process through open meetings to
discuss and collect ideas. The process of creating
the mural took three years.

The bright images of the mural are framed by a
Tony Osumi, Sergio Diaz and
border in four bold colors. The words around the Jorge Diaz
border came out of the community planning
Home is Little Tokyo, 2005
meetings to create the mural. The Japanese
(Friends of Little Tokyo Arts)
characters on the left and right read, “Little Tokyo is
‘home sweet home’ of our hearts.” The involvement
of over 500 community members and organizations
reflects the undeniable truth in this statement. In addition to the CRA/LA’s sponsorship,
the mural was funded by a wide range of public sources, community organizations and
private supporters. The 16’x40’ mural is one of the newer art installations in Little Tokyo,
and it was completed in 2005.
Each image in the mural has significance to the community and its residents. Little Tokyo
became a community redevelopment agency project area in 1970 and its designation as
a project area came out of local efforts to preserve affordable housing, small businesses
and cultural sites in the face of new development and outside private interests. The
mural captures this critical moment in Little Tokyo’s history with picket signs. The 1970’s
was also a time where many third generation “Sansei” returned to Little Tokyo to serve
their community. This is depicted in the upper-right hand corner by a Sansei carrying a
first generation Issei at a community health fair.
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Connecting us back to Toyo Miyatake’s images of Manzanar, look for the older
woman lighting a candle with two children. This picture was taken from a 1983 Day of
Remembrance poster but also represents the community’s candlelight vigil that followed
9/11 in support of Muslim and Arab Americans. The image of Mt. Fuji and cherry blossoms
were requested by post-World War II immigrants in memory of their homeland. The Latino
restaurant worker stands for the community’s diversity. The dancers and lanterns are
symbols of Nisei Day parades.[6]
From the mural, come back around the corner, making a left on East 1st Street, and
stop about halfway up the block at Jerry Matsukuma’s photographic mural of the first
generation Japanese American experience.
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Stop 4: 350 E. 1st Street

Senzo is a 20-foot tall photo-on-tile collage created by Jerry
Matsukuma. The eight black-and-white images focus on the
experiences of the first generation Japanese Americans or Issei.
The collage includes three images taken by Toyo Miyatake,
whose camera we saw across the street. Matsukuma’s
original proposal for the piece was a 4’ x 100’ ceramic mural
honoring Toyo Miyatake, who passed away in 1979, with 40
to 50 of his photographs. The community however did not
want the artwork to focus entirely on the internment and
so Matsukuma modified the piece to include images that
show a broader cross-section of the community’s history.
Matsukuma reviewed over 6,000 photos to select the eight he
ultimately used. His dedication plaque helps to contextualize
the images he chose.
To create the collage, Matsukuma enlarged each photograph
and transferred them to ceramic tiles with his own special silk
screening process. He then applied a sepia color to the tiles’
surface giving them the hue of an old photograph.

Jerry Matsukuma
Senzo, 1981 (Friends
of Little Tokyo Arts)

Anchoring the top of the piece is Dorothea Lange’s poignant
photo of an Issei and his two grandchildren, marked as threats to national security, as
they wait for the bus to take them to the concentration camp. Moving clockwise from
Lange’s photo, is Toyo Miyatake’s picture of the Manzanar barracks amidst the Sierra
mountains, a picture bride in a kimono with her husband, Issei farm workers and Issei
railroad workers. Notice the image that is second from the bottom, which shows East 1st
and San Pedro streets in 1910. That is the location where you started your tour today,
just a half block from where you stand now. Continuing around clockwise, the last two
photos of the annual rice-pounding ceremony and the watchtower, were taken at
Manzanar by Miyatake.
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We will now step out of Little Tokyo’s past to view a contemporary piece, Aurora, which
you glimpsed from across the street at the beginning of this tour. Continue along E. 1st
Street past the fire tower and entrance to the Japanese Village Square (where we will
soon return), to the entrance of the Miyako Inn & Spa at 328 E. 1st Street.
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Stop 5: Miyako Inn & Spa, 328 E. 1st Street
Standing outside the building entrance, look up over
your head. Aurora, which means “Display of Light” was a
developer project done as part of CRA/LA’s Percent for Art
program in 1986. The building’s architect, Hiyahiko Takase
collaborated with Susumu Shingu to create a welcoming
entry statement. The result resembles a mobile, but Shingu
describes it more as “a point of contact with nature, giving
shape and making visible the energy of the wind.”[7] The
air sources that keep Aurora in motion come from both
the natural wind and the air stream from the building vents
above the piece.

The stainless steel piece is situated against the reflective
glass of the building. To get a better perspective of it,
you can go to the 2nd-floor lobby of the Miyako Inn. The
suspended sculpture is made of sixteen 45-cm-square Susumu Shingu
panels of highly-polished stainless steel that reflect the light Aurora, 1987
at different angles. The panels are connected to individual
axes which in turn are suspended from five central axes
giving it a mobile-like feel. This 10’x10’ stainless steel piece manages to appear almost
fragile, or as Shingu describes, “delicate, complex, capricious and yet never repetitive.”
Indeed it symbolizes an image of the new Little Tokyo.
From here, let’s turn back down the street to the entrance of the Japanese Village
Square. You’ll know it by the two-story Japanese fire watchtower at the entrance. The
watchtower is a replica of those traditionally found in Japanese villages. David Hyun &
Associates was the architect for the Japanese Village Square.

Little Tokyo – 10/12/2008
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Stop 6: Japanese Village Square, between E. 1st and E. 2nd
Streets

The Japanese Village Square was a result of local businesses
working with the City to come together and try to turn
around the declining neighborhood in the late 1960’s and
early 1970’s. Following the war, many Japanese returned to
Little Tokyo but a significant number soon moved on to the
suburbs. The result was the beginning of a decline in Little
Tokyo that mirrored an increasingly dismal downtown.[8] It
was at this time that the neighborhood became a CRA/
LA project area. The Japanese Village Square came out
of a developer agreement with the CRA/LA. In addition
to its architecture, several public art pieces can be found
along the pedestrian pathway through the Village.
The first to look for is Michael Todd’s Ten, Chi, Jin, which
translates to “Earth, Water, Air.” Like Shingu’s Aurora, Todd’s
sculpture pays tribute to the natural elements that sustain
us. Ten, Chi, Jin, despite its 12 feet in height, can easily be
missed as it tends to blend into the darker walls and plants
that surround it. Todd initially designed the piece to stand
in a quiet location.[9] Here, you will find it standing on a
triangular base in a flower bed located near a set of stairs
on your left.

Michael Todd
Ten, Chi, Jin, 1979

In a description of the artwork, Michael Several notes that the welded-steel circle mirrors
an asymmetrical brush stroke, as a reference to the enso in Zen brush painting that
symbolizes the universe’s complexities. The use of circles is characteristic of much of
Todd’s work since the 1970’s. You’ll find attached to the circle various steel shapes that
according to Several, “transform the edge of the oval into a boundary between a limited
interior space and an infinite exterior space.”[10]
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Continuing through the plaza’s interior space, you will find the Village Square Fountain
centrally located. The geometric shapes of the fountain tie into the concrete benches
that surround it, making it a popular sitting space for people passing through the plaza.
Lastly, just down from the fountain, look to your left on the walls outside of one of the
Village stores to find eight small carved wooden panels which comprise a Tribute to
Haiku and Tanaka. You may have written a Haiku poem once back in grade school. The
simplicity of their structure belies their internal complexity. The Haiku has 17 syllables. A
Tanaka poem has 31 and follows the pattern of a five-syllable line, followed by a sevensyllable line, followed by five syllables, followed by seven syllables, followed by seven
syllables. The poems on the panels are written in Japanese characters with translations
below them.
You may also want to take the time to stop and explore the stores and restaurants as you
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continue through the Village to E. 2nd Street. Let’s now exit the Village Plaza onto E. 2nd
Street and turn left. Cross E. 2nd at the crosswalk and turn to your left to see a modern
tribute to the downtown skyline and Little Tokyo buildings of today at our next stop.

Stop 7: Brunswig Square, 360 E. 2nd Street
In the courtyard of Brunswig Square stands the 25-foot tall
Silver Tower by Peter Lodato. The building you’re standing
next to has been through several incarnations. Originally a
lab and warehouse for Brunswig Drug Company in 1931,
the building was converted into a 250-space parking lot
after its sale in 1968. Mika Company, the current owner,
came into the picture in 1983 with a new vision for this
location. Working in agreement with the CRA/LA, they
added three stories to the existing six-story structure and
converted the parking spaces into offices with street-level
retail. The renovation triggered an art requirement through
Agency’s Percent for Art program and at this juncture Mika
Company began exploring the possibilities for the public
art.

To fulfill the developer requirement, the Mika Company
Peter Lodato
commissioned Peter Lodato to develop a work from his
“Wrathful Means” series. The series includes paintings and Silver Tower, 1991
obelisk sculptures that depict the “power and ferocity of
Mahakala, the protector of Lamaism.”[11] Lamaism is a
form of Mahayana Buddhism practiced in Tibet.[12] Lodato worked with the architect to
tie the tower into the building’s small patio space. The tower’s height was matched to
that of the building’s rear. During installation, Lodato changed the obelisk’s proposed
finish from the highly polished, reflective stainless steel to a rippled finish. He felt this better
represented the “energy invested by the craftsmen who worked the surface.” The new
finish was also more resistant to damage.
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The design was approved by CRA/LA’s Arts Advisory Committee as well as the Little
Tokyo Community Development Advisory Committee, but required modifications to the
site. The developer proposed moving the artist’s selected location three feet closer to
the sidewalk and adjacent driveway, which caused concern for both committees. After
further discussions the building owner agreed to relocate the underground wires, which
had triggered the work’s relocation, and sited Lodato’s tower where it was originally
planned.
From the Brunswig patio, head back out to E. 2nd Street, turn right and walk to Central
Avenue. The cross Central Avenue to the Honda Plaza shopping center. Continue
walking on your right along Central Avenue to view our next stop on the street-facing
façade of the Honda Plaza building.
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Stop 8: Honda Plaza, 400 E. 2nd Street

Honda Plaza is named for its Issei developer, Bob
Honda, and opened in 1981. The late Bob Honda
was a well-known developer in the community
and his memory is honored on two of the public
art pieces we will see today. The first is above
you now, Sen Bana No Saki, which translates to
“Thousand Blossoms.” The images you see in the
collage are family crests. The decorative crests
date back over 1,000 years when they were used
in Japan as emblems for warring aristocratic
families. They are still used today as identification
for families, businesses, places, community
groups, and for special ceremonies.[13] They have
also remained in use as a design element and
art form.

Kazuko Matthews
Sen Bana No Saki
(Thousand Blossoms), 1980

To create the piece, artist Kazuko Kayasuga Matthews researched historic crests and
designed some original ones as well. At the center of the piece, the largest crest
represents Bob Honda’s family. The small crest in the lower part of the work’s smaller
panel with the two bamboos and an umbrella represents the artist’s family. Matthews
also incorporated symbols for the CRA/LA staff who worked on the project, the building
designer, and the Little Tokyo Community Development Advisory Committee. Thousand
Blossoms achieves Matthews’ desire for an abstract piece while incorporating Honda’s
wish for a work that celebrated the achievements of the Issei and their descendents in
America.
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The crests themselves were molded out of clay by Matthews who then cut them into
smaller sections for firing. The clay medium gives the piece a soft, muted tone. Matthews
also put a colored “slip” or coating on the pieces before they were fired which gives the
surfaces a matt appearance. The cut lines were strategically placed to add to the visual
impact of the design. Matthews selected the site for the work and assembled the design
on location.[14] You will notice that the artwork has a number of patterns incorporated
into it. These patterns lend the mosaic feel that the developer desired. Matthews placed
the frame around the artwork as a way to highlight the panels.
Next, continue one block south along Central Avenue towards E. 3rd Street to view Tony
Sheet’s bronze tribute to the first generation Japanese immigrants that built Little Tokyo.
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Stop 9: Tokyo Villas, 222 S. Central Avenue
You are now standing in front of another Bob Honda
development. Tokyo Villas is a 167-unit condominium
complex built in 1985. It is located in the heart of an area
that is currently undergoing rapid residential development
with the inclusion of both market rate and affordable
housing.

While the area is experiencing and will continue to see
a rise in non-Nikkei residents in the coming years, the
proprietor of Mikawaya Confectionary store noted, “To all
the people that live here, we want them to know that they
Tony Sheets
are living in Little Tokyo.”[15] Mikawaya has been in Little
Issei No Yume, 1986
Tokyo since 1910. Tony Sheets’ work is one such reminder.
The 9-foot bronze sculpture was commissioned by Honda
as an “expression of thanks to the Issei, who in following
their dreams of life in America, created the foundation for all that we know as Little
Tokyo today. Their dream and their courage is the foundation on which our lives and this
community is built.”[16]
In Issei No Yume, or Issei Dream, Tony Sheets depicts a ship in relief carrying Japanese
immigrant families headed for the United States. The number “3” hanging from the railing
is symbolic of the ship’s number and is the “the immigrant’s impersonal but temporary
identity during the voyage.”[17] The piece holds strong personal value for Honda. His
family is depicted standing next to the number “3.” Sheets derived the images from a
picture of Honda’s family taken when Bob was a baby. In an interview, Sheets stressed
the attention to detail that was taken with regard to the dress, which reflects both
American and Japanese styles. He worked with Honda’s daughter and used old fashion
magazines to ensure that they “got every little knot correct.” Sheets referred to photos
from the 1920’s for men’s clothing.
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Sheets started with a maquette made of plaster and then blew sections up into beatboard
foam. He used modeling clay on top of the foam and once this was finished he used
two casting methods to cast the work in 3/8” bronze. Sheets estimates that they created
approximately 120 different pieces that fabricator Mark Mileron then assembled. The
sculpture stands on a slate pedestal. Sheets indicated he enjoyed working on this piece
both because it served as a departure from his traditional work and because it fulfilled
the wishes of his client, Bob Honda.[18]
To reach our next tour stop, continue on Central Avenue to the corner of E. 3rd Street
and then turn right on E. 3rd. Walk on E. 3rd for 1 and ½ blocks, crossing S. San Pedro St.
until you reach the entrance to Casa Heiwa at Wall Street.
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Stop 10: Casa Heiwa, 231 E. 3rd Street
Bridging the elements of nature that we’ve seen in
Shingu’s Aurora and Todd’s Ten, Chi, Jin together with
the overarching theme of family and community is
Nancy Uyemura’s dramatic fan and photo collage
at the entrance to Casa Heiwa – House of Harmony
Assisted Living complex.

The mixed-media fan was created on an amazingly
modest budget of about $7,000 funded by the CRA’s
Art Program,[19] which was accomplished by working
closely with the architect and contractors to keep costs
at a minimum and through an enormous effort of the
artist herself. According to Uyemura, the architect had
envisioned a fan-like entrance. Uyemura developed
the concept, proposing a photo collage to embellish
a fan-like form.

Nancy Uyemura
Harmony, 1996

In Uyemura’s words, “There were so many layers to the project. And actually, I guess
the piece itself was about that. It was about the layers of our lives…seasons and about
the life in Los Angeles. It sort of related back to my own personal life just because I was
the artist but also because I was born and raised in Los Angeles. And so this particular
community, because I’ve lived downtown, I’m sort of on the fringe of Little Tokyo. People

“when we pass through the seasons of life,
we experience the ‘harmony’ created
when man and nature are in balance.”
Little Tokyo – 10/12/2008

knew that I was part of this community and the piece that I presented was about the
community. It was about God’s gift to us in terms of living kind of peaceful and in
harmony because I think that was the intent of that housing project. And so I used colors
that represented, representing the seasons in LA. It was multi-cultural, multi-generational
but strong reference to the Little Tokyo community because that happens to be my
community, but it was also about downtown and about the many cultures that you run
into if you grow up in LA.”[20] The work’s title “Harmony” comes from Uyemura’s words,
“when we pass through the seasons of life, we experience the ‘harmony’ created when
man and nature are in balance.”
Most of the photos included in the fan were taken by Uyemura. Community members
and local photographers contributed the rest. The photo images were silk-screened by
neighborhood printers onto aluminum plate pieces for the installation.
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Interview by Anne McAulay with Nancy Uyemura on 1/12/2007.
Interview by Anne McAulay with Nancy Uyemura on 1/12/2007.

“It was really, I think, a very spiritual
piece because it really represented the
community and the Little Tokyo Service
Center plus the people who were going
to live at Casa Heiwa and the artists in
the community that have lived here.”
Uyemura: “It is about family and community and about life and about aging from birth
to death sort of … so I really tried to get a good representation of cultures and ages and
community activities.” The fan’s structure influenced the ultimate finish. Uyemura: “The
fan structure is not real straight. It’s a little warped. Just because of the nature or the
construction of a fan. If you look at a folding fan and you pull it out, the little panels are
not flat. They have a little curve to it, I think at that point I decided to do the slate. I had
someone come in and we did slate, but we had to cut the pieces of slate because of
the warp. We actually hand cut the pieces of slate and we just kinda fit them all in. And
then I had little pieces of metallic tile which is sort of reminiscent of a Japanese fan that
has little gold or silver design elements.” Two colors of slate, dark green and black, were
used as the background.
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Uyemura: “So I really got community support because I had everyone in the community
sort of help me. You know how you have these people who pop into your life when you
need them? It was really, I think, a very spiritual piece because it really represented the
community and the Little Tokyo Service Center plus the people who were going to live
at Casa Heiwa and the artists in the community that have lived here. It is like everybody
helped me put this together. And so there is a plate on there that says with gratitude
or thanks because they all did some little thing, either gave me a photo, or did the silkscreening or helped with some part design or installation or something. It is really a very
meaningful piece and I really think that is one of the reasons that it has lasted so long
and didn’t get a lot of graffiti.”
In response to local community support and because Harmony was originally fabricated
on a limited budget, CRA/LA has provided the artist with funding to have the work refabricated in a more durable porcelain enamel steel.
While you experience the piece’s artistic impact close-up, it is worth crossing over to the
other side of E. 3rd Street to get the architectural perspective.
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From E. 3rd, turn back walking southeast to S. San Pedro Street. Cross S. San Pedro St.
and turn left onto S. San Pedro and walk another ½ block to the home of the Japanese
American Cultural and Community Center.

Stop 11: Japanese American Cultural and Community
Center, 244 S. San Pedro Street
Representing values that have been at the center
of Little Tokyo since it first became a gathering
place for the Japanese American community is
the Japanese American Cultural and Community
Center, otherwise known as the “JACCC.” “The
mission of the JACCC is to present, perpetuate,
transmit and promote Japanese and Japanese
American arts and culture to diverse audiences,
and to provide a center to enhance community
programs.”[21]

Building a community center that would allow
current and future generations to celebrate Isamu Noguchi
To the Issei, 1983
the arts and culture was a priority dating to the
district’s designation as a CRA/LA project area in
1970. The Citizens Advisory Committee with the
support from the agency and other funders broke ground on the $15-million project in
1978. Construction of the JACCC office building was completed first, followed closely
thereafter by the 880-seat Aratani / Japan America Theater at the rear of the site and
the JACCC Noguchi Plaza where you now currently stand. JACCC is now one of the
country’s largest ethnic art and cultural centers. The office building contains the George
J. Doizaki Gallery, a Japanese Cultural Room, conference areas, and office space for
over 20 non-profit tenants.[22]
The Plaza itself is a community center in its own right, providing open space and a
gathering point for neighbors and visitors to the Auditorium, offices and gardens. The
esteemed Los Angeles-native Isamu Noguchi designed the plaza. As noted in the
plaza’s dedication plaque, Noguchi was the first Japanese American artist to achieve
international prominence and this plaza is the first and only public installation he created
in Los Angeles.
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Through the support of the CRA/LA, Friends of Little Tokyo Arts (FOLTA) invited Noguchi to
join the project and bring his vision for the layout of the plaza, buildings, and a sculpture.
Two months later through a combination of public, private and community support,
Noguchi received a $200,000 commission to complete the To the Issei sculpture in the
heart of the plaza.
The 40-ton sculpture is a monument of ancestral respect and honors the founders of
the Japanese-American community using materials and form that reflects traditional
rock compositions. The upper basalt rock creates a diagonal line from the horizontal
one, which is the Japanese symbol for mankind. Noguchi has chipped the basalt by
hand which “reflects a Japanese artistic tradition of slightly altering natural materials
as a symbol of completing them with a human presence.” Human presence on the
sculpture is encouraged as well since it doubles as seating for the outdoor amphitheater.
Other natural materials incorporated in the site include the young trees planted along
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Mission statement accessed on-line at http://www.jaccc.org/ourmission.htm on 1/11/2007.
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History and use details of the JACCC taken from http://www.jaccc.org/history.htm. Accessed
on 1/11/2007.

Depending on the day of the week and
time of the day, the physical space
fosters very distinct emotions, ranging
from isolation and tranquility when empty
to a vibrant and theatrical playground
during events, festivals and community
activities.
the wall, meant to grow and change with the plaza, and a century-old grapefruit tree
from the community in the plaza’s northwest corner. We are reminded of Uyemura’s
tribute to the harmony that comes when man and nature are in balance.
Depending on the day of the week and time of the day, the physical space fosters very
distinct emotions, ranging from isolation and tranquility when empty to a vibrant and
theatrical playground during events, festivals and community activities. The element
of isolation in the plaza is noticeable, as the 12-foot wall along its north and west sides
cuts it off from the surrounding streets and therefore from the passersby. Noguchi used
the walls to “define the space, give it scale, and prevent future encroachment by other
buildings.”[23]
Facing the JACCC Auditorium, to your left is the Garden of the Clear Stream that shields
visitors from the surrounding downtown bustle. The Garden is accessible during weekday
and limited weekend hours. If the gate is locked, the garden can be accessed through
the JACCC building.
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Seriyu-En, also known as the James Irvine Garden for its primary funder, was designed
by Takeo Uesugi. The garden represents a true community effort as it contains trees,
plants, materials and ground cover donated by Japanese-American nurserymen, local
nurseries and community members. Over 200 volunteer hours of labor from the Southern
California Gardeners’ Federation and the Pacific Coast Chapter of the California
Landscape Contractors Association helped complete the garden. Uesugi incorporates
11th century Japanese garden design principles, such as the stream flowing from the
east, while also using local elements like boulders from Mt. Baldy in the stream bed, and
Coast Redwood and Southern Magnolia, common California trees.
From the JACCC plaza, turn right on S. San Pedro Street to the corner of East 2nd Street,
where you will find a bronze sculpture honoring Japan’s peasant sage.
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http://www.publicartinla.com/Downtown/Little_Tokyo/noguchi_plaza.html. Accessed on
1/11/2007.

Stop 12: Manufacturer’s Bank, 200 S. San Pedro Street
Respect and honor for elders is an important element of
Japanese culture. We’ve seen it expressed in many of
the neighborhood’s public art pieces. Sontuko (Kinjiro)
Ninomiya is no exception as the piece is both dedicated
to Issei pioneers and depicts the peasant sage who kept
honor and reverence for one’s parents at the core of his
teachings.

Living at the end of Japan’s feudal Tokugawa era, Kinjiro
in his role as a government administrator revitalized the
agricultural sector and introduced farmers to new irrigation
and fertilization methods. During the later years of his life,
he and his followers established the “Hotoku” movement
to promote morality, industry and economy. In the early
20th century, Japanese government encouraged Hotoku
and later they introduced small statues of the peasant
sage into elementary schools to remind children of the
importance of combining work and study. The statues
showed Sontuko at about age 14, when he was know
by his boyhood name of Kinjiro, learning to read while
carrying a load of wood on his back.

Junichiro Hannyo
Ninomiya Kinjiro, 1983

Many of the statues were destroyed during the American
occupation after World War II. The building’s developer
proposed the idea for the statue and their contractor
worked with a foundry in Japan to produce it. The foundry
hired the artist Junichiro Hannyo to increase the size of the
new statue. However as the CRA/LA’s Art Policy requires
original works of art and not replicas, the developer was
required to commission an additional artwork in order to
meet their obligation. The resulting artwork by Natalie Krol,
Origami Horse, can be viewed inside the building’s lobby.
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Origami Horse stands seven feet tall and is nine feet long.
It is made out of brushed stainless steel which reflects
brightly against the dark granite-toned walls of the Bank
lobby. Krol welded the steel with sharp angles capturing
the essence of folded paper. Krol has created twentyseven public art sculptures, using various metals, in Japan
and the United States.

Natalie Krol
Origami Horse, 1984

From the bank building, cross East 2nd Street and walk 1/8th block to the southeast
pedestrian alleyway. Through the alley you will view the vertical towers that imitate
downtown’s nearby skyscrapers.
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Stop 13: 319 E. 2nd Street

The artist Michihiro Kosuge says his tower design playfully
mimics downtown’s “towers of power” or skyscrapers.
While this reminds us of Lodato’s representation of power
and ferocity with his Silver Tower, Kosuge hopes his piece
will conjure much different feelings captured in the work’s
title, Towers of Peace, Prosperity and Hope. The owner of
Allright Garage requested the artist create sculpture that
would fit a base originally created for flagpoles. As you
can see from the surrounding space, the site offers minimal
usable surfaces for artwork. Kosuge matched the scale of
the physical space with his tall design. The towers range
from 24 to 48-feet in height and each share a four-part
structure.
Like Little Tokyo itself, the pieces blend traditional and
modern symbolism. Each work is topped with an origami- Michihiro Kosuge
style bronze bird. Below the bird, a “6-foot bronze section Towers of Peace,
replicates the finial or garan of a Buddhist temple. On Prosperity and Hope,
1989
the two taller sculptures, the next section below the finial
represents a tower using thin, stepped stainless steel.”[24]
For the shortest of the three pieces, the tower section is
placed at the bottom. The stepped stainless steel is highly polished. The fourth element
in each piece represents stone lanterns, called “toro” found in traditional Japanese
tea gardens. You may have seen a few of these in the Garden of the Clear Stream.
These lanterns were introduced in Japan at the same time as Buddhism around the 6th
century. In the late 1500s the stone lanterns were incorporated into tea gardens as
decoration and for illumination.[25]
The vertical Towers are intended by Kosuge to be seen from varying heights including
the ground where you stand, the ramp to the garage and from different levels of the
parking garage.
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From Kosuge’s towers, walk up the stairs and across from the garage driveway to the
small elevated plaza housing the impressive African granite block sculpture.
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http://www.publicartinla.com/Downtown/Little_Tokyo/towers.html. Accessed on 1/10/2007.
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The Japanese Connection, “Ikeda Family Garden Lanterns - Toro,” http://www.
thejapaneseconnection.com/Toro/. Accessed on 6/19/2007.

Stop 14: Union Bank of California, 120 S. San Pedro Street
Dominating the small portal next to the garage is Seiji
Kunishima’s $92,000 granite sculpture commissioned
by the developers of the adjacent California First Bank
branch (now Union Bank) to meet their percent for art
requirement with CRA/LA.

Kunishima wanted to create a work that viewers
would associate with Japanese gardens. The result
is a sculpture with “massive presence and subtle
details.”[26] The stone pieces were cut and prepared in
Nagoya, Japan, the artist’s home town, and include
four 10-ton black African granite stones separated by
seven, smaller Indian granite pieces. The artist, who is
known for his work in metal, relies solely on stone in this
piece to “emphasize the contrast between the natural
world and the man-made materials of the surrounding
buildings.”[27]

Seiji Kunishima
Stone Rise, 1985

As you walk around Stone Rise, notice the contrast between the glassy-smooth, machinepolished interior surfaces and the rough exteriors. Picks and chisels were used to create
the exterior texture. The radiating lines on the concrete pedestal draw attention to the
sculpture. Kunishima encourages you to “look into the spaces of the sculpture of found
stones and quarried stone and think of the vastness of nature.”[28] The smooth surfaces
of the piece reflect the images of the surrounding buildings, reminiscent of a Japanese
“shakkei” or “borrowed scenery” garden.
From the Stone Rise plaza, exit out to S. San Pedro Street via the sidewalk adjacent to the
driveway. Turn left on S. San Pedro and walk back to E. 2nd Street. Cross E. 2nd to the
Friendship Knot anchoring the intersection.
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Stop 15: Weller Court, corner of S. San Pedro and E. 2nd
Streets

There is perhaps no better place to end our tour than
with Shinkichi Tajiri’s Friendship Knot. This piece represents
“unity between two cultures.” The artist is known for his use
of knots and this particular piece, originally called Square
Knot, was found in Tajiri’s home in the Netherlands. Friends
of Little Tokyo Arts renamed the 18-foot tall fiberglass
sculpture upon bringing it to Los Angeles. Friendship Knot is
a simple knot that evolved from more intricate ones found
in Tajiri’s earlier compositions. It is prominently placed
at the E. 2nd entrance to Weller Court. The white color
of the sculpture pops against the subdued tones of the
surrounding buildings.
Friends of Little Tokyo Arts and the East West Development
Corporation jointly purchased the piece for the entrance
to Weller Court. The East West Development Corporation’s
$40,000 contribution allowed them to meet their CRA
percent for art requirement. Friendship Knot was donated
by Friends of Little Tokyo Arts to the City of Los Angeles as
a gift for the City’s bicentennial.

Shinkichi Tajiri
Friendship Knot, 1981

While in form the Friendship Knot stands in stark contrast to the retrospective public art
pieces along historic East 1st Street, all of the works you’ve seen today reflect the unity
of the community, which looks to its future while not forgetting its past.

In Conclusion
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Little Tokyo is a true testament to its residents, artists, workers, and supporters who have
navigated the neighborhood through multiple obstacles and changes in the urban
environment while keeping its sense of history, place and culture intact. Its distinct public
art pieces unite around a common story of community and the ideals of balance and
harmony. As the neighborhood moves into new phases of residential and commercial
growth, these instilled ideals will continue to sustain the big Little Tokyo community.
From here, we invite you to explore the Weller Court shops, the numerous restaurants on
East 1st and 2nd streets as well as the Village Plaza. Enjoy!
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